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This week at JSGEE

Going to be a busy week….
● Monday 26th June 

● Challenges in the Australian Electricity Market
● Tuesday 27th June   THIS LECTURE.←

● Survey of Environmental Finance  
● Wednesday 28th June (AM)

● Introduction to the Taskforce for Nature related Financial Disclosures (TFND)
● Wednesday 28th June (PM)

● Market examples from biodiversity markets
● Thursday 29th June (AM)

● Global energy transformation issues, and the IEA reports
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Who am I to be talking 
about all this ?
● {Lost money in 1995 on a very very early carbon fund…}
● Australian Financial Markets Association Electricity and 

Environmental Products Policy Officer   
● Developed a lot of data services and documentation

● Senior Lecturer / Founding Director University of New 
South Wales Centre for Energy and Environmental 
Markets

● Director in Macquarie Bank Climate Change team
● CEO of NextGen Brokerage

AND TODAY
● Visiting Professor JGSEE 
● Founder and Director, Aton Consulting 

● Currently (among other things) advising NSW Department of 
Environment and Australian Grains Research Development Corporation

● Co-founder of Skjander Partners 
● Biodiversity and carbon investment management
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More discussion of this Wednesday !

7-year green and blue bond worth 
$400 million to be privately issued 
by BAY
$50 million will be dedicated to 
supporting the development of the 
bank’s blue assets related to 
ocean-friendly projects as well as 
protecting clean water resources, 
with the remaining subscription 
amount dedicated to supporting 
the growth of the bank’s eligible 
green assets.
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What are we talking about today?  

Today is a quick overview of the field of “environmental 
finance”
(Tomorrow is getting into more detail, looking at some 
case studies, and how these deals work)
Today is a review of the key terms / products and what 
they mean, and commentary about key developments.
It is a very rapidly evolving area.
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Important things are happening very 
rapidly

https://www.ifrs.org/
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An interesting report on green finance 
(and a topic of Thursday’s lecture)
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Environmental finance in a page
Debt defined by “Use of Proceeds”
● Green Bonds
● Blue Bonds
● Green Loans,

Debt defined by “Use of Proceeds and Achievement”
● Social Impact Bonds
● Sustainability Linked Bonds

Equity or other investments 
● ESG ratings (On general or specialist funds)
● Biodiversity Funds
● Carbon Credits
● Biodiversity Credits
● Impact Investors
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Different types of blended finance

IEA Report
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Different types of investors

IEA Report
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A couple of useful links 

Environmental Finance Magazine:
https://www.environmental-finance.com

UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME 
FINANCE INITIATIVE   (Note reference to TNFD)
https://www.unepfi.org/

EU Taxonomy
https://finance.ec.europa.eu/sustainable-finance/tools-and-standards/eu-taxonomy-sustainabl
e-activities_en

Some interesting materials and case studies: 
https://www.greenfinanceinstitute.co.uk/

https://www.environmental-finance.com/
https://www.unepfi.org/
https://finance.ec.europa.eu/sustainable-finance/tools-and-standards/eu-taxonomy-sustainable-activities_en
https://finance.ec.europa.eu/sustainable-finance/tools-and-standards/eu-taxonomy-sustainable-activities_en
https://www.greenfinanceinstitute.co.uk/
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The Taskforce on  Nature-related Financial 
Disclosures (TNFD) ?  (TOMORROW)

(In my opinion) one of the most significant developments  
in the last decade.

https://tnfd.global/

https://tnfd.global/about/taskforce-members/

At core, it is around developing a consistent risk 
management framework for asset managers / the finance 
sector to incorporate nature into decision making.

To give a concrete example, if a fund is investing in a new 
copper/gold mine what sort of nature related risks (or 
benefits) should be quantified, reported and considered in 
investment decision making, asset management, and 
investor reporting ?  

THIS WILL CAUSE SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN INVESTMENT 
FLOWS

https://tnfd.global/
https://tnfd.global/about/taskforce-members/
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Bonds issuances

https://www.iea.org/reports/scaling-up-private-finance-for-clean-
energy-in-emerging-and-developing-economies

● Social Impact Bonds
● Green Bonds
● Blue Bonds
● Green Loans 
● Sustainability Linked Bonds

The Green Bond Principles are 
voluntary guidelines set out by the 
International Capital Markets 
Association (ICMA)

IFC Green Bond Handbook
https://www.environmental-finance.com/content/in-brief/
ifc-publishes-step-by-step-green-bond-issuance-guide.html
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Growth in Green Bonds continues
(crossed USD 4 trillion in June 23)

https://www.environmental-finance.com/content/news/sustainable-bond-issuance-reaches-$4trn-milestone.html
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So what actually is a bond ?

Just a standardised form of a loan.
Pays a regular coupon payment, for a fixed period.

A “green”, “blue” or “sustainability” bond is referring to 
the use of proceeds.

(This is where the taxonomies come into play)
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EU Sustainability Taxonomy (in progress)

Expected to apply from early 2024
Includes use of biodiversity credits for “additional actions” (not for 
offsetting purposes)
13 June 2023 – Adoption of Environmental/Climate Delegated Act 
and associated Sustainable Finance Package.
The proposal will require that ESG rating providers offering services 
to investors and companies in the EU be authorised and supervised 
by the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA). 
European Banking Authority is producing guidance and regulations 
in respect of “Green loans”

https://finance.ec.europa.eu/publications/sustainable-finance-package-2023_en
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A bit about the EU Taxonomy

https://ec.europa.eu/sustainable-finance-taxonomy/
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Climate Bonds
https://www.climatebonds.net/
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Blue Carbon ?  Blue Bonds ?

● The term ‘blue carbon’ in the narrowest definition refers to carbon 
associated with mangrove forests, seagrass meadows, and tidal salt 
marshes.

● But blue carbon can also be defined more broadly as “carbon that is 
captured and stored by coastal and marine ecosystems, including all fluxes 
and stores that are biologically driven and are responsive to management” 

● This definition includes carbon from a broader number of ecosystem 
types, including coastal reefs and ocean ecosystems. 

● Blue Bonds are debt raised to pursue some kind of projects that 
generate Blue Carbon, or other positive Marine Impacts.

● This is harder than “Green Bonds” and terrestrial carbon.
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Blue Carbon Projects

The great majority are assessed under 
the VCS
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Outstanding Australian issuance of Green 
and Sustainabilty Bonds

Australian corporates and 
government have been active 
issuing “green” and “sustainability” 
bonds.  Bloomberg reports $34B in 
already issued bonds.

Note although the Utas bond has a 
20yr maturity, the average time to 
maturity on these bonds is 7.2 years.
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Growth in “biodiversity” funds

https://www.environmental-finance.co
m/content/analysis/biodiversity-fund-as
sets-triple-in-2022-to-nearly-$1bn.html

These are funds 
with an equity 
screen of some 
kind

https://www.environmental-finance.com/content/analysis/biodiversity-fund-assets-triple-in-2022-to-nearly-$1bn.html
https://www.environmental-finance.com/content/analysis/biodiversity-fund-assets-triple-in-2022-to-nearly-$1bn.html
https://www.environmental-finance.com/content/analysis/biodiversity-fund-assets-triple-in-2022-to-nearly-$1bn.html
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Taking another guestimate...

OECD Survey (2022) of Biodiversity Related AUM (but based on 2020 survey work)

Based on growth observed elsewhere Aton guesstimates 
biodiversity funds AUM are actually closer to $50B today.
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An example themed investment fund

Co-optimising real assets

Paying a financial OR an 
environmental return

(Note Pollination was involved in 
the Pakistan Blue Carbon Project 
(WEDNESDAY))

Case study: 
Project

Delta Blue Carbon – Pakistan, Mangroves

Target Protect the Indus Tidal wetlands and deliver 
significant social health benefits to local community

Validation Climate, Community and Biodiversity Standard, 
Verified Carbon Standard VERRA

Size 224,000 ha

Credits issued 3.15million

Outcomes Environmental Finance award 2022, created 21,000 
jobs, planted 86,409 hec and removed an estimated 
142M/TCo2.  Estimated last sale price at $USD27.80 
per credit in 2022

Proponents/
Partners

Microsoft, Pollination, Carbon Growth Partners, 
Silverstrum
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Carbon Credits and Biodiversity Credits
● The 7-19th December 2022 UN Biodiversity Conference (COP15) 

concluded with global pact to protect biodiversity.  Australia, the US and 
the EU have ratified the targets (as have many other countries).

● Includes an explicit target to have 30% of Land and Sea under some form 
of conservation by 2030.

● In the Australian context, compared to the current size of National Parks, 
this implies at least a 3x increase in conservation activity in Australia, 
much of which will need to be on private land. 
● (National Parks cover 8% of Australia.  55% is under some kind of 

private ownership)
● Plans for the further development of environmental finance to make the 

enormous investments required to meet these goals.  
● Biodiversity markets will likely be significantly larger than Carbon 

markets by 2030.
● Australia and the United States have committed to coordinating their 

policies, and Australia has already announced it will launch a national 
biodiversity “Nature Repair Market” scheme.  (Draft legislation has been 
released)
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The NSW Biodiversity Offset Scheme

Established as both a compliance scheme and a voluntary offsetting 
arrangement by NSW Government in 2016.  
(Globally the first mandatory government backed Biodiversity Crediting 
scheme)
Uses a NSW Government issued “Biodiversity Assessment Methodology 
(BAM) to establish two sorts of credits:

 ● ecosystem credits, which measure the offset requirement for impacts 
on threatened ecological communities, threatened species habitat for 
species that can be reliably predicted to occur with a plant community 
type, and other plant community types generally

 ● species credits, which measure the offset requirement for impacts on 
threatened species individuals or area of habitat.
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Who runs the NSW Biodiversity Scheme ?
Two NSW Govt entities run the BOS:

● Department of Environment and Planning
● https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/topics/animals-and-plants/biodiversi

ty-offsets-scheme/about-the-biodiversity-offsets-scheme
● Scheme “regulator” and policy

● Biodiversity Conservation Trust
● https://www.bct.nsw.gov.au/
● Purchases credits for compliance purposes, and enables voluntary 

acquisitions.

Compliance Market Turnover was around AUD $100M last year

● HOWEVER, there have been a string of large private deals outside the 
compliance market.  (For example, Syndication Sanctuaries is currently 
selling a single portfolio of properties that they estimate to have $200M 
worth of BOS Credits attached)

● We will discuss a specific example in the Wednesday lecture

https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/topics/animals-and-plants/biodiversity-offsets-scheme/about-the-biodiversity-offsets-scheme
https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/topics/animals-and-plants/biodiversity-offsets-scheme/about-the-biodiversity-offsets-scheme
https://www.bct.nsw.gov.au/
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